If Supersymmetry is to stabilise the Higgs boson mass, naturalness arguments suggest the mass of the scalar partner of the top quark (the stop) to be below around 1 TeV. The decay of the stop depends in part on the mass difference ∆m = mt − mχ0 1 between the stop and the lightest neutralino, assumed to be stable. For ∆m < m W + m b the processt → c +χ 0 1 may dominate. This contribution presents a summary of stop searches targeting this region of parameter space. Conducted using a newly developed tagger for the identification of charm quarks, and using 36.5 fb −1 of proton-proton collisions collected by the ATLAS detector at a centre-of-mass energy of √ s = 13 TeV, these searches significantly extend the exclusion limits in the (mχ0 1 , mt ) parameter space made by ATLAS during Run 1 of the LHC.
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between the stop and the lightest neutralino, assumed to be stable. For ∆m < m W + m b the processt → c +χ 0 1 may dominate. This contribution presents a summary of stop searches targeting this region of parameter space. Conducted using a newly developed tagger for the identification of charm quarks, and using 36.5 fb −1 of proton-proton collisions collected by the ATLAS detector at a centre-of-mass energy of √ s = 13 TeV, these searches significantly extend the exclusion limits in the (mχ0 Naturalness arguments suggest the mass of the scalar top (stop) to be below around 1 TeV, accessible to the LHC. This proceedings contribution presents searches for direct stop pair production at ATLAS [1] in compressed regimes, where the stop is assumed to decay to the LSP,χ 0 1 , and the mass difference ∆m = mt − mχ0 1 is small, which is an interesting region of phase space since it can satisfy the dark matter relic density through stop-neutralino coannihilation [2] .
Search Strategies
Signal regions (SRs) are obtained by applying a series of cuts on kinematic variables designed to target a particular signal and eliminate background processes. Data driven estimates for irreducible backgrounds are obtained by designing control regions (CRs), orthogonal to the SRs, that are rich in a particular background and low in signal. The extrapolation from the CRs to the SRs is validated using dedicated validation regions (VRs) that are somewhere between the SRs and CRs. Each of the searches outlined below uses an E miss T based trigger to select data events and exploit high E miss T from the LSP and high leading jet p T from the stop decay. figure 1(a) , is characterised by the presence two opposite sign leptons in the final state. The SR requires these to be reconstructed and applies a mass cut to reject low mass resonances. The ratio variables:
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are used to reject background events, which peak at lower values [3] .
2.2t → b f f χ 0 1 1 Lepton Signal
This signature, shown in figure 1(b) , is targeted by a dedicated soft-lepton selection, where the lepton p T threshold is relaxed to target the low ∆m signal. It is characterised by the presence of two jets from bottom quarks, which are identified by a dedicated tagger, based on a boosted-decisiontree (BDT) multivariate analysis (MVA) method. tt is a dominant background in this analysis; it is reduced by applying a χ 2 based top tagger [4] .
2.3t → cχ 0 1 0 Lepton Signal
A key discriminating feature is the presence of two charm jets in the final state (see figure  1(c) ). A newly developed tagger based on a variant of the BDT based b-tagger, trained on MC samples of bottom, charm and light flavoured jets, is deployed to identify these jets. In the more compressed scenarios, closer to line mt = mχ0 1 , the physics objects in the final state are too soft to be reconstructed, and the presence of an ISR jet is required to boost the system. Important kinematic variables for this search are E miss T , leading jet p T and the variable
designed to reject W → τν with a hadronically decaying τ mistagged as a c-jet. The main irreducible backgrounds for this analysis are Z → νν and W → lν with associated jets, and tt. Multijet QCD background events can enter the SRs due to mismeasured E miss T , resulting in jets aligned with E miss T . These are rejected by imposing a cut on min j∈ jets ∆φ ( E miss T , p T j ). The irreducible backgrounds are constrained in 1 lepton and 2 lepton CRs. 
Results and Outlook
The results for the 1L and 2L searches have been made public. No significant excess over SM predictions was observed. The null result was used to place exclusion limits in the (mt, mχ0 1 ) plane, shown in figure 2. The Run 1 limits are significantly extended by these results.
Thet → cχ 0 1 results were obtained from Run 1 and it is anticipated that Run 2 results will extend the limits in the compressed regime, close to the diagonal. ATLAS is now collecting data and these searches will benefit from increased integrated luminosity, as well as from ongoing research and developement, to increase the limits further and enhance the chance of discovery.
